Introduction
• Electromagnetic Form Factors contain structure information on the many-body system of quarks and gluons of the nucleon.
• When obtained from experiment, they are relativistic invariants only to the extent that the probe is a single virtual photon exchanged between electron and nucleon; higher order contributions destroy this invariance, which one should regain after applying a number of radiative corrections.
j μ =<e'|γ μ |e> J μ =<p'|Γ μ |p>
Nucleon vertex:
F 1 is helicity conserving, F 2 helicity non-conserving form factor
In common usage are the electric-and magnetic form factors G E (Q 2 )=F 1 (Q 2 )-τ F 2 (Q 2 ) G M (Q 2 )=F 1 (Q 2 )+F 2 (Q 2 ) In the Breit frame, and for small Q 2 , G E and G M are Fourier transforms of charge-and current distributions ep elastic in Born approximation
Rosenbluth vs. Recoil Polarization
Cross section with Reduced cross section:
Recoil polarization components
Form Factor ratio:
all Rosenbluth separation data above 0. Is the Nucleon non-spherical?
• A spin-orientation dependent quark density, depending upon spin direction of 1 quark relative to nucleon spin, defined by G.A.
Miller, lead to conclusion that nucleon can be deformed, with shape and "deformity" depending on relative direction of spin of that 1 quark, relative to nucleon spin.
• After averaging over all spin directions one retrieves the spherical shape, as discussed by F. Gross. Currently controversial! • Question: are the JLab G Ep results having a direct bearing on the question of (non-) sphericity: would "scaling" (i.e. G Ep~GMp /μ p ) result in sphericity? Generalized parton distributions
GPD (x, ξ ,t) Ji , Radyushkin(1996) : for large Q 2 hard exclusive process can be described by 4 transitions (GPDs); QCD factorization theorem. V V :
: H (x, ξ t), T T : : E (x, ξ ,t), AV AV : : H (x, ξ ,t), PS PS : : E (x, ξ ,t)ũ npolarized quark distribution polarized quark distribution P -Δ/2 P + Δ/2 Δ
In DIS
First moments are electroweak form factors: F 1 q , F 2 q , G A q and G P q ; for example:
